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The average lengths of the fators of thestandard fatorization of Lyndon wordsFr�ed�erique Bassino, Julien Cl�ement and Cyril Niaud,Institut Gaspard MongeUnversit�e de Marne-la-Vall�ee77454 Marne-la-Vall�ee Cedex 2 - Franeemail: fbassino, lementj, niaudg�univ-mlv.frNo Institute GivenAbstrat. A non-empty word w of fa; bg� is a Lyndon word if andonly if it is stritly smaller for the lexiographial order than any of itsproper suÆxes. Suh a word w is either a letter or admits a standardfatorization uv where v is its smallest proper suÆx. For any Lyndonword v, we show that the set of Lyndon words having v as right fa-tor of the standard fatorization is rational and ompute expliitly theassoiated generating funtion. Next we establish that, for the uniformdistribution over the Lyndon words of length n, the average length ofthe right fator v of the standard fatorization is asymptotially 3n=4.Finally we present algorithms on Lyndon words derived from our worktogether with experimental results.1 IntrodutionGiven a totally ordered alphabet A, a Lyndon word is a word that is stritlysmaller, for the lexiographial order, than any of its onjugates (i.e., all wordsobtained by a irular permutation on the letters). Lyndon words were intro-dued by Lyndon [Lyn54℄ under the name of \standard lexiographi sequenes"in order to give a base for the free Lie algebra over A; the standard fatorizationplays a entral role in this framework (see [Lot83℄, [Reu93℄, [RSar℄).One of the basi properties of the set of Lyndon words is that every wordis uniquely fatorizable as a non inreasing produt of Lyndon words. As thereexists a bijetion between Lyndon words over an alphabet of ardinality k andirreduible polynomials over Fk [Gol69℄, lot of results are known about thisfatorization: the average number of fators, the average length of the longestfator [FGP01℄ and of the shortest [PR01℄.Several algorithms deal with Lyndon words. Duval gives in [Duv83℄ an al-gorithm that omputes, in linear time, the fatorization of a word into Lyndonwords; he also presents in [Duv88℄ an algorithm for generating all Lyndon wordup to a given length in lexiographial order. This algorithm runs in a onstantaverage time (see [BP94℄).



In Setion 2, we de�ne more formally Lyndon words and give some enumer-ative properties of these sets of words. Then we introdue the standard fator-ization of a Lyndon word w whih is the unique ouple of Lyndon words u, vsuh that w = uv and v is of maximal length.In Setion 3, we study the set of Lyndon words of fa; bg� having a given rightfator in their standard fatorization and prove that it is a rational language.We also ompute its assoiated generating funtion. But as the set of Lyndonwords is not ontext-free [BB97℄, we are not able to diretly derive asymptotiproperties from these generating funtions. Consequently in Setion 4 we useprobabilisti tehniques and results from analyti ombinatoris (see [FS02℄) inorder to ompute the average length of the fators of the standard fatorizationof Lyndon words.Setion 5 is devoted to algorithms and experimental results. We give analgorithm to generate randomly for uniform distribution a Lyndon word of agiven length and another one related to the standard fatorization of a Lyndonword whih is based on the proof of Theorem 2 of Setion 3. To the best of ourknowledge these algorithms, although simple and not neessarily new, are notfound elsewhere. Finally experiments are given whih on�rm our results andgive hints of further studies.The results ontained in this paper onstitute a �rst step in the study of theaverage behavior of the binary Lyndon trees obtained from Lyndon words by areursive appliation of the standard fatorization.2 PreliminaryWe denote A� the free monoid over the alphabet A = fa; bg obtained by all�nite onatenations of elements of A. The length jwj of a word w is the numberof the letters w is produt of, jwja is the number of ourrenes of the letter ain w. We onsider the lexiographial order < over all non-empty words of A�de�ned by the extension of the order a < b over A.We reord two properties of this order(i) For any word w of A�, u < v if and only if wu < wv.(ii) Let x; y 2 A� be two words suh that x < y. If x is not a pre�x of y then forevery x0; y0 2 A� we have xx0 < yy0.By de�nition, a Lyndon word is a primitive word (i.e, it is not a power ofanother word) that is minimal, for the lexiographial order, in its onjugatelass (i.e, the set of all words obtained by a irular permutation). The set ofLyndon words of length n is denoted by Ln and L = [nLn.L = fa; b; ab; aab; abb; aaab; aabb; abbb;aaaab; aaabb; aabab; aabbb; ababb; abbbb; : : :gEquivalently, w 2 L if and only if8u; v 2 A+; w = uv ) w < vu:



A non-empty word is a Lyndon word if and only if it is stritly smaller than anyof its proper suÆxes.Proposition 1 A word w 2 A+ is a Lyndon word if and only if either w 2 Aor w = uv with u; v 2 L, u < v.Theorem 1 (Lyndon) Any word w 2 A+ an be written uniquely as a non-inreasing produt of Lyndon words:w = l1l2 : : : ln; li 2 L; l1 � l2 � � � � � ln:Moreover, ln is the smallest suÆx of w.The number Card(Ln) of Lyndon words of length n over A (see [Lot83℄) isCard(Ln) = 1nXdjn �(d) Card(A)n=d;where � is the Moebius funtion de�ned on N n f0g by �(1) = 1, �(n) = (�1)iif n is the produt of i distint primes and �(n) = 0 otherwise.When Card(A) = 2, we obtain the following estimateCard(Ln) = 2nn �1 +O �2�n=2�� :De�nition 1 (Standard fatorization). For w 2 L n A a Lyndon word notredued to a letter, the pair (u; v), u; v 2 L suh that w = uv and v of maximallength is alled the standard fatorization. The words u and v are alled the leftfator and right fator of the standard fatorization.Equivalently, the right fator v of the standard fatorization of a Lyndonword w whih is not redued to a letter an be de�ned as the smallest propersuÆx of w.Examples.aaabaab = aaab � aab; aaababb = a � aababb; aabaabb = aab � aabb:3 Counting Lyndon words with a given right fatorIn this setion, we prove that the set of Lyndon words with a given right fatorin their standard fatorization is a rational language and ompute its generatingfuntion. The tehniques used in the following basially ome from ombinatorison words.Let w = vabi be a word ontaining one a and ending with a sequene of b.The word R(w) = vb is the redued word of w.For any Lyndon word v, we de�ne the setXv = fv0 = v; v1 = R(v); v2 = R2(v); : : : ; vk = Rk(v)g:where k = jvja is the number of ourrenes of a in v. Note that Card (Xv) =jvja + 1 and vk = b.Examples.



1. v = aabab: Xaabab = faabab; aabb; ab; bg.2. v = a: Xa = fa; bg.3. v = b: Xb = fbg.By onstrution, v is the smallest element of X+v for the lexiographial order.Lemma 1 Every word x 2 Xv is a Lyndon word.Proof. If v = a, then Xv = fa; bg, else any element of Xv ends by a b. In thisase, if x =2 L, there exists a deomposition x = x1x2b suh that x2bx1 �x1x2b and x1 6= ". Thus x2a is not a left fator of x1x2b and x2a < x1x2a. Byonstrution of Xv , as x 6= v, there exists a word w suh that v = x1x2aw. Weget that x2awx1 < x1x2aw. This is impossible sine v 2 L.A ode C over A� is a set of non-empty words suh any word w of A� anbe written in at most one way as a produt of elements of C. A set of words ispre�x if none of its elements is the pre�x of another one. Suh a set is a ode,alled a pre�x ode. A ode C is said to be irular if any word of A� writtenalong a irle admits at most one deomposition as produt of words of C. Theseodes an be haraterized as the bases of very pure monoids, i.e., if wn 2 C�then w 2 C�. For a general referene about odes, see [BP85℄.Proposition 2 The set Xv is a pre�x irular ode.Proof. If x; y 2 Xv with jxj < jyj, then, by onstrution of Xv , x > y. So x isnot a left fator of y and Xv is a pre�x ode.Moreover, for every n � 1, if w is a word suh that wn 2 X �v then w 2 X �v .Indeed if w =2 X �v , then either w is a proper pre�x of a word of Xv or w has apre�x in X �v . If w is a proper pre�x of a word of Xv , it is a pre�x of v and itis stritly smaller than any word of Xv. As wn 2 X �v , w or one of its pre�x is asuÆx of a word of Xv . But all elements of Xv are Lyndon words greater than v,so their suÆxes are stritly greater than v and w an not be a pre�x of a wordof Xv.Now if w = w1w2 where w1 is the longest pre�x of w in X+v , then w2 is anon-empty pre�x of a word Xv , so w2 is stritly smaller than any word of Xv .As wn 2 X �v , w2 or one of its pre�x is a suÆx of a word of Xv, but all elementsof Xv are Lyndon words greater than v, so their suÆxes are stritly greaterthan v and w an not have a pre�x in X+v .As a onlusion, sine Xv is a ode and for every n � 1, if wn 2 X �v then wn 2X �v , Xv is irular ode.Proposition 3 Let l 2 L be a Lyndon word, l � v if and only if l 2 X+v .Proof. If l � v, let l1 be the longest pre�x of l whih belongs to X �v , and l2 suhthat l = l1l2. If l2 6= ", we have the inequality l2l1 > l � v, thus l2l1 > v. Theword v is not a pre�x of l2 sine l2 has no pre�x in Xv , hene we have l2 = l02bl002and v = l02av00. Then, by onstrution of Xv, l02b 2 Xv whih is impossible.Thus l2 = " and l 2 X+v .Conversely, if l 2 X+v , as a produt of words greater than v, l � v.



Theorem 2 Let v 2 L and w 2 A�. Then awv is a Lyndon word with aw � vas standard fatorization if and only if w 2 X �v n (a�1Xv)X �v . Hene the set Fvof Lyndon words having v as right standard fator is a rational language.Proof. Assume that awv is a Lyndon word and its standard fatorization is aw �v. By Theorem 1, wv an be written uniquely aswv = l1l2 : : : ln; li 2 L; l1 � l2 � � � � � ln:As v is the smallest (for the lexiographial order) suÆx of awv, and onsequentlyof wv, we get ln = v; if w = ", then n = 1, else n � 2 and for 1 � i � n�1, li � v.Thus, w 2 X �v .Moreover if w 2 (a�1Xv)X �v , then aw 2 X+v \ L. Hene aw � v whih isontraditory with the de�nition of the standard fatorization. So w 2 X �v n(a�1Xv)X �v .Conversely, if w 2 X �v n (a�1Xv)X �v , thenw = x1x2 : : : xn; xi 2 Xv and aw =2 X+v :>From Proposition 1, the produt ll0 of two Lyndon words suh that l < l0 is aLyndon word. Replaing as muh as possible xixi+1 by their produt when xi <xi+1, w an be rewritten asw = y1y2 : : : ym; yi 2 X+v \ L; y1 � y2 � � � � � ym:As aw =2 X+v , for any integer 1 � i � m, ay1 : : : yi =2 X+v .Now we prove by indution that aw 2 L. As y1 2 L and a < y1, ay1 2 L.Suppose that ay1 : : : yi 2 L. Then, as yi+1 2 L\X+v , and ay1 : : : yi 2 LnX+v , fromProposition 3, we get ay1 : : : yi < v � yi+1. Hene ay1 : : : yi+1 2 L. So, aw 2 L.As aw 2 L n X+v , aw < v and awv 2 L. Setting v = ym+1, we havewv = y1y2 : : : ymym+1; yi 2 X �v \ L; y1 � y2 � : : : � ym+1:Moreover any proper suÆx s of awv is a suÆx of wv and an be writtenas s = y0iyi+1 : : : ym+1 where y0i is a suÆx of yi. As yi 2 L, y0i � yi. As yi 2X+v , yi � v and thus s � v. Thus, v is the smallest suÆx of awv and aw � v isthe standard fatorization of the Lyndon word awv.Finally as the set of rational languages is losed by omplementation, on-atenation, Kleene star operation and left quotient, for any Lyndon word v, theset Fv of Lyndon words having v right standard fator is a rational language.Remark. The proof of Theorem 2 leads to a linear algorithm that omputes theright fator of a Lyndon word using the fat that the fatorization of Theorem 1an be ahieved in linear time and spae (by an algorithm of Duval [Duv83℄, seeSetion 5).We de�ne the generating funtions Xv(z) of Xv and X�v (z) of X �v :Xv(z) = Xw2Xv zjwj and X�v (z) = Xw2X�v zjwj:



As the set Xv is a ode, the elements of X �v are sequenes of elements of Xv (see[FS02℄): X�v (z) = 11�Xv(z) :Denote by Fv(z) =Px2Fv zjxj the generating funtion of the setFv = fawv 2 L j aw � v is the standard fatorizationg:Theorem 3 Let v be a Lyndon word. The generating funtion of the set Fv ofLyndon words having a right standard fator v an be writtenFv(z) = zjvj�1 + 2z � 11�Xv(z)� :Proof. First of all, note that any Lyndon word of fa; bg� whih is not a letterends with the letter b, so Fa(z) = 0. And as Xa = fa; bg, the formula givenfor Fv(z) holds for v = a.Assume that v 6= a. From Theorem 2, Fv(z) an be written asFv(z) = zjavj Xw2X�v na�1X+v zjwj:In order to transform this ombinatorial desription involving X �v n a�1X+vinto an enumerative formula of the generating funtion Fv(z), we prove �rstthat a�1X+v � X �v and, next that the set a�1X+v an be desribed as a disjointunion of rational sets.If x 2 Xv n fbg, then x is greater than v and as x is a Lyndon word, itsproper suÆxes are stritly greater than v; onsequently, writing a�1x as a non-inreasing sequene of Lyndon word l1; : : : ; lm, we get, sine lm � v, that forall i, li is greater than v. Consequently from Proposition 3, for all i, li 2 Xv andas a produt of elements of X+v , a�1x 2 X+v . Therefore a�1 (Xv n fbg)X �v � X �v .Moreover if x1; x2 2 Xv and x1 6= x2, as Xv is a pre�x ode,a�1x1X �v \ a�1x2X �v = ;:Thus a�1 (Xv n fbg)X �v is the disjoint union of the sets �a�1xi�X �v when xiranges over Xv n fbg. Consequently the generating funtion of the set Fv ofLyndon words having v as right fator satis�esFv(z) = zjvj+1 1� Xv(z)�zz1� Xv(z)and �nally the announed equality.Note that the funtion Fv(z) is rational for any Lyndon word v. But the rightstandard fator runs over the set of Lyndon words whih is not ontext-free[BB97℄. Therefore in order to study the average length of the fators in thestandard fatorization of Lyndon words, we adopt another point of view.



4 Main resultMaking use of probabilisti tehniques and of results from analyti ombinatoris(see [FS02℄), we establish the following result.Theorem 4 The average length for the uniform distribution over the Lyndonwords of length n of the right fator of the standard fatorization is asymptotially3n4 �1 +O� log3 nn �� :Remark: The error term omes from suessive approximations at di�erent stepsof the proof and, for this reason, it is probably overestimated (see experimentsin Setion 5).First we partition the set Ln of Lyndon words of length n in the two followingsubsets: aLn�1 and L0n = Ln n aLn�1.Note that aLn�1 � Ln (that is, if w is a Lyndon word then aw is also aLyndon word). Moreover if w 2 aLn�1, the standard fatorization is w = a � vwith v 2 Ln�1. As Card (Ln�1) = 2n�1n� 1 �1 +O �2�n=2�� ;the ontribution of the set aLn�1 to the mean value of the length of the rightfator is (n� 1)� Card (aLn�1)Card (Ln) = n2 �1 +O� 1n�� :The remaining part of this paper is devoted to the standard fatorization ofthe words of L0n whih requires a areful analysis.Proposition 4 The ontribution of the set L0n to the mean value of the lengthof right fator is n4 �1 +O� log3 nn �� :This proposition basially asserts that in average for the uniform distributionover L0n, the length of the right fator is asymptotially n=2.The idea is to build a transformation ', whih is a bijetion on a setDn � L0n,suh that the sum of the lengths of standard right fators of w and '(w) isabout jwj the length of w. Indeed with suh a relation we an ompute the on-tribution of Dn to the expetation of parameter right. Then if the ontributionof L0n n Dn to the parameter right is negligible we are able to onlude for theexpetation of parameter right.It remains to exhibit/onstrut suh a bijetion ' and determine a \good"set Dn. This is done in the following way: assume that w is a Lyndon word in LnnaLn�1. Let us denote by k the length of the �rst run of a's of the standard right



fator. We partition the set Ln n aLn�1 in two depending on the fatorization.Indeed the standard fatorization of w an only be one of the followingw = ak+1b u � akb v (�rst kind)w = akb u � akb v (seond kind):This means that the left fator of a Lyndon word w an only begin by ak+1bor akb when we know that the right fator begin by akb (otherwise w annotbe in Ln n aLn�1). Let us �x a integer parameter � 2 Z+. Then the words u; vof X �k an be uniquely written as u = u0u00 and v = v0v00 where u0 and v0 arethe smallest pre�xes of u and v of length greater than � and ending by a b(there is always suh a symbol b if these words are not empty sine then u and vend with a b). When juj; jvj � � we de�ne '(w) for a word w = akb u � akb v(resp. w = ak+1b u � akb v) by'(w) = akb u0v00akb v0u00 (resp. ak+1b u0v00akb v0u00):For example, onsidering w = akb abb � akb baab akb bbb, if we hoose � = 2and so u0 = ab; u00 = b; v0 = baab; v00 = akb bbb then we get '(w) = akb aabakb bbb �akb ab 2 L. Here jwj = j'(w)j = 3k + 13 and the length of the right standardfator are 2k + 9 and k + 3 respetively.Some words give hints of what we must be areful about if we want '(w) tobe a Lyndon word.{ If we want the appliation ' to be well de�ned, the parameter � must begreater or equal to 1. So the longest runs of a's have to be separated bynon-empty words. If w = akb � akb b, then u = " is the empty word. Theappliation exhanging u and v gives a words whih is no longer a Lyndonword.{ If w = akb ab � akb abb, then u = ab and it is a pre�x of v. For any hoieof �, '(w) is not a Lyndon word. So the longest runs of a's have to beseparated by words having distint pre�xes to ensure that '(w) is a Lyndonword.{ If w = akb bab � akb bbab, then if we hoose � = 1, we get '(w) =akb bbabakb bab =2 L (sine u0 = v0 and u0v00 = bbab > v0u00 = bab). Thuswe have to take are, when we apply the transformation that '(w) is stillsmaller than its proper suÆxes (this is ensured if u0 6= v0).The appliation ' and set Dn are dependent and to suit our needs they areimpliitly determined by the following onstraints1. The funtion ' is an involution on Dn: '('(w)) = w.2. The standard fatorization of '(w) for w 2 Dn is'(w) = ak+1b u0v00 � akb v0u00 (�rst kind)'(w) = akb u0u00 � akb v0v00 (seond kind):



3. The lengths of right fators of w and '(w) satisfyjright(w)j+ jright('(w))j = jwj (1 + o(jwj)) :4. The set Dn \aptures" most of the set L0n in an asymptoti way when ngrows to 1, that is Card(Dn)Card(L0n) = 1� o(1):Most of these onditions are related to the properties of the longest runs of a's.Hene, in the following parts, we study some ombinatorial properties of thelongest runs of a's in Lyndon words to haraterize ' and Dn preisely.5 Algorithms and experimental resultsIn this setion we give an algorithm to generate random Lyndon words of a givenlength n and use it to establish some experimental results about the length ofthe right fator in the standard fatorization.
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Fig. 1. Average length of the right fator of random Lyndon words with lengthsfrom 1; 000 to 10; 000. Eah plot is omputed with 1; 000 words. The error bars repre-sents the standard deviation.Our algorithms use Duval's algorithm [Duv83℄, whih omputes in linear timethe deomposition of a word into dereasing Lyndon words (see Theorem 1). So



we assume that we have a algorithm named Duval(u) whih produe the Lyndonwords l1 � l2 � � � � � lk suh thatu = l1l2 : : : lk:Let the funtion Duval(string u, int k, array pos) be the funtion whihomputes the Lyndon deomposition of u by storing in an array pos of size kthe positions of the fators.There exists an algorithm SmallestConjugate(u), proposed by Booth [Lot03,?℄,that omputes the smallest onjugate a random lyndon word of length n in lin-ear time. We use it to make a rejet algorithm whih is eÆient to generaterandomly a Lyndon word of length n:RandomLyndonWord(n) // return a random Lyndon wordstring u, v;dou = RandomWord(n); // u is a random word of Anv = SmallestConjugate(u); // v is the smallest onjugate of uuntil (length(v) == n); // v is primitivereturn v;The algorithm RandomLyndonWord omputes uniformly a Lyndon word.Lemma 2 The average omplexity of RandomLyndonWord(n) is linear.Proof. Eah exeution of the do ... until loop is done in linear time. Theondition is not satis�ed when u is a onjugate of a power vp with p > 1. Thishappens with probability O( n2n=2 ). Thus the loop is exeuted a bounded numberof times in the average.Lemma 3 Let l = au be a Lyndon word of length greater or equals to 2 startingwith a letter a. Let l1 : : : lk be the Lyndon fatorization of u. The right fatorof l in its standard fatorization is lk.Proof. By Theorem 1, lk is the smallest suÆx of u, thus it is the smallest propersuÆx of l.The algorithm to ompute the right fator of a Lyndon word l suh that jlj �2 is the following:RightFator(string l[1..n℄)array pos;int k;pos = Duval(l[2..n℄, k, pos); // omit the first letter a and apply Duval's algorithm.return l[pos[k℄..n℄; // return the last fatorThis algorithm is linear in time sine Duval's algorithm is linear.Figures 1 and 2 present some experimental results obtained with our algo-rithms.Open problem The results obtained in this paper are only the �rst step towardthe average ase-analysis of the Lyndon tree. The Lyndon tree T (w) of a Lyndonword w is reursively built in the following way
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